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To find the native conformation (fold), proteins sample a subspace
that is typically hundreds of orders of magnitude smaller than their
full conformational space. Whether such fast folding is intrinsic
or the result of natural selection, and what is the longest foldable
protein, are open questions. Here, we derive the average confor-
mational degeneracy of a lattice polypeptide chain in water and
quantitatively show that the constraints associated with hydro-
phobic forces are themselves sufficient to reduce the effective
conformational space to a size compatible with the folding of
proteins up to approximately 200 amino acids long within a biolo-
gically reasonable amount of time. This size range is in general
agreement with the experimental protein domain length distribu-
tion obtained from approximately 1,200 proteins. Molecular dy-
namics simulations of the Trp-cage protein confirm this picture
on the free energy landscape. Our analytical and computational
results are consistent with a model in which the length and time
scales of protein folding, as well as the modular nature of large
proteins, are dictated primarily by inherent physical forces,
whereas natural selection determines the native state.
levinthal paradox ∣ lattice model ∣ kinetics ∣ folding funnel
Ever since the discovery that proteins can spontaneously self-assemble into unique three-dimensional shapes (folds) (1),
the mechanism of this folding process has been a focus of biology.
It has been shown that random sequences can fold into a unique
ground state which is separated from other folds by an energy gap
(2). However, assuming the existence of a unique native fold,
there is no assurance that the protein can efficiently parse the
fold space to find it. In particular, how nature is able to search
the exponentially increasing number of folds accessible to pro-
teins of nontrivial length has not been explicitly elucidated;
Levinthal famously estimated that for a protein consisting of
150 amino acids, in which each degree of freedom is discretized
into only ten possible values, it would take much longer than the
age of the universe to sample all the folds even at the limit of
molecular motion (3).
The qualitative resolution of the Levinthal paradox has been
the concept of the folding funnel, whereby a global bias in the
multidimensional energy landscape channels the protein toward
the subspace containing the native fold (4). For example, by
introducing an artificial search bias in favor of native contacts
(5) or designing sequences favoring specific secondary structures
(6), fast folding was computationally observed. This suggests that
the funnel arises from evolutionary tuning of the intramolecular
interactions via sequence mutation and that feasible protein fold-
ing times are the result of natural selection.
In contrast to this picture, we show below that a general effect,
namely the hydrophobic force, is sufficient to account for the
kinetics of fast folding without sequence evolution. This force,
which is the global tendency for the chain to collapse to a compact
shape and for the residues to segregate in the interior of proteins,
has long been recognized as a dominant factor in protein folding
(7, 8). Indeed, proteins have been experimentally (9, 10) and
computationally (11) shown to undergo hydrophobic collapse in
the earliest stage of folding. By considering the degeneracy of all
folds, we demonstrate that hydrophobic collapse together with
hydrophobic/hydrophilic residue segregation lead to realistic
folding time scales for globular proteins and protein domains,
which are independently folding subunits that constitute larger
proteins (12), thus quantitatively resolving the paradox. We also
find an upper limit, of approximately 200 amino acids, on the
length of protein domains for which such hydrophobic packing
constraints would allow the native state to be identified within
a biologically reasonable timescale through a hypothetical ex-
haustive search. By comparing to the experimental distribution
of protein domain lengths, we find that most protein fall below
this “hydrophobic length limit,” although it can be exceeded due
to the influence of other processes, besides the hydrophobic
force, that affect protein folding.
Many attempts have been made to estimate the reduction of
the effective search space due to the hydrophobic force. For a
self-avoiding chain (SAC) composed of L residues on a three-
dimensional cubic lattice, the number of unique conformational
folds (degeneracy) was found to be NSAC ∼ 4.68L (13); if we
further restrict the chain to adopt maximally compact folds, as
defined in the mean field treatment (14), the degeneracy
NCompact ¼ ð6∕eÞL, where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Although compaction significantly reduces the search space, and
is a driving factor for secondary structure formation (15), the
degeneracy is still astronomically large even for the smallest
proteins.
The final step is the further reduction of the fold space by
choosing only those compact folds with hydrophobic residues (H)
maximally segregated, in the sense of maximizing the number of
H-H contacts, into the interior of the protein, and polar residues
(P) on the outside. This minimalist HP representation of proteins
has been a mainstay of analytic investigations of protein folding
(16). We define NHPðsÞ to be the degeneracy of self-avoiding
compact folds with maximumH/P segregation, which is a function
of s, the sequence of H and P residues along the chain. Because
hydrophobic residues are empirically randomly distributed along
the protein sequence (17), the average conformational degener-
acy of a collapsed H/P-segregated protein, hNHPi, is equal to
NHPðsÞ averaged over all possible s of length L, where “hi” de-
notes averaging over the sequence space. Therefore, hNHPi re-
presents the size of the effective fold space, on average, when a
protein folds in a polar solvent like water.
The chief difficulty in obtaining hNHPi is the constraint that all
monomers must be connected in a chain; this constraint had
made NHPðsÞ impossible to analytically compute for any given
sequence s, much less averaged over all s. Estimates that neglect
to enforce the linear sequence of the chain, for example by assign-
ing independent probabilities for each hydrophobic residue to
be in the interior of the protein, overlook the crucial role of this
constraint in reducing the degeneracy. Consequently, hNHPi was
found to grow almost as quickly as NCompact as a function of L
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(16), and is nine orders of magnitude too large for L ¼ 100 (see
Results).
Alternatively, computational efforts have been made in order
to explicitly account for chain connectivity. In two dimensions,
Camacho et al computed hNHPi by enumerating all such folds
for all sequence permutations for L < 28, assuming that half the
residues are H and half P (18). On a 2D lattice, hNHPi was found
to grow at a (sub)logarithmic rate and plateau at L ∼ 10. How-
ever, due to the exponentially growing number of both folds and
sequences with increasing L, this process becomes computation-
ally intractable for longer sequences. Crucially, the computa-
tional limit is even more severe in three dimensions, so that the
description of 3D folding was extrapolated from 2D simulations
(19). Indeed, it was found via explicit calculation for a random
sampling of HP sequences of length 48 that NHPðsÞ on a cubic
lattice ranged from “thousands to millions” (20) which is incom-
patible with a logarithmic growth rate. Below, we analytically
calculate hNHPi in three dimensions, taking into account, unlike
previous work, the fact that the residues on the lattice must be
interconnected to form a chain. In this work, the chain length L
is the only parameter of the solution obtained.
Results and Discussion
Lattice Model. All calculations ignore prefactors of order unity.
We define a map to be a spatial arrangement of H and P residues.
In the HP model, each H–H contact in the map decreases the
energy by a fixed amount, whereas all other contacts do not
contribute energetically. For a particular sequence s of length
L, NHPðsÞ technically describes the number of folds of sequence
s that achieve the optimal (i.e., lowest energy) map for that
sequence. This may not be the same as the optimal map over all
sequences of length L, which we call the global optimal map. We
define N HPðsÞ as the number of folds that achieve the global
optimal map. If s can achieve the global optimal map, then
N HPðsÞ ¼ NHPðsÞ, otherwise N HPðsÞ ¼ 0. Hence, hN HPi is
a lower bound on hNHPi. IfN HPðsÞ ¼ 0, thenNHPðsÞ is bounded
by the probability that none of the optimal folds of s can be
locally perturbed to achieve lower energy maps. Consequently,
in three dimensions, the sequences that cannot achieve the global
optimal map do not contribute significantly to hNHPi, hence
hNHPi ≈ hN HPi (see Methods).
To calculate hN HPi, consider the sequence-versus-fold space
for an L-residue protein (Fig. 1). Each column corresponds to a
unique sequence, and each row corresponds to a unique compact
fold. Since the ratio of polar to hydrophobic residues in proteins
is 1∶1 (21), there are L
L∕2
 
columns and ð6∕eÞL rows (i.e.,
NCompact). Fig. 1 schematically illustrates this table for L ¼ 36
on a two-dimensional lattice for clarity, although the concept
is identical in three dimensions. Thus,
hN HPi ¼ L2∕3
L
L∕2
 
−1
∑
L
L∕2
 
s¼1
dðsÞ; [1]
where dðsÞ is number of folds for which sequence s achieves a
global optimal map, and the prefactorL2∕3 accounts for the num-
ber of distinct global optimal maps due to the possible locations
along the H-surface to place leftover H residues (unless the num-
ber of H residues is a perfect cube). All relevant constraints, in-
cluding chain connectivity, are captured by dðsÞ. Summing the
row (fold) degeneracy of the global optimal map over all columns
(sequences) is equivalent to summing the column (sequence) de-
generacy over all rows (folds). Therefore,
hN HPi ¼ L2∕3
L
L∕2
 
−1
∑
ð6∕eÞL
f¼1
Dðf Þ; [2]
where Dðf Þ is the sequence degeneracy of fold f . For any map,
a given sequence can achieve the map via multiple (or no)
folds; on the contrary, any fold can achieve any map with exactly
one sequence: Dðf Þ ¼ 1 for all f . Thus, hN HPi ¼
L2∕3
L
L∕2
 
−1
ð6∕eÞL. Applying Stirling’s approximation, we ob-
tain the following main results. The degeneracy is given by:
hN HPi ¼ L7∕6

3
e

L
≈L

3
e

L
; [3]
and the folding time for exhaustive search is simply:
τfolding ¼ hN HPi · τsampling; [4]
where τsampling is the time it takes the chain to change from one
conformation to another. We note that these results are for a 3D
lattice. In two dimensions, ð3∕eÞL becomes ð2∕eÞL, which is an
exponentially decreasing function; although the prefactor L7∕6
and τsampling depend on the number of dimensions, they are not
the determining factors as L increases. In this 2D case, longer
chains will have a diminishing probability of folding into the
global optimal map; as L increases, the chain continuously “runs
Sequence
Fo
ld
Fig. 1. Folds versus sequences on a lattice. White and black circles denote
hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) residues, respectively. Each pattern of H
and P circles constitutes a map. For any given map, a fixed sequence (e.g.,
column 1) can have multiple (or no) conformations which produce the same
map (e.g., rows 1 and 2). On the other hand, each conformation (row) has
one and only one sequence that can produces any map. For clarity, two-
dimensional lattices are depicted; nevertheless, the results mainly pertain
to three-dimensional lattices which are descriptive of protein folds.
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out” of ways to fold to the optimal map, and maps of increasing
energy will become optimal. This turnover of the optimal map
causes hNHPi, the optimal map degeneracy, to plateau as a function
of L, in agreement with the explicit 2D calculations of Ref. (18).
Eq. 3 also correctly predicts lattice simulations in three dimen-
sions. Consistent with the “thousands to millions” of degenerate
optimal conformations estimated from explicit enumeration,
hNHPi ≈ 104 for L ¼ 48. At a higher level of chemical accuracy,
for aL ¼ 80 lattice chain consisting of the 20 types of amino acids
and with a unique native fold, it was found that at most 106
Monte Carlo steps were required to reach the native fold (22).
This is in agreement with Eq. 3: hNHPi ¼ 5 × 105 for L ¼ 80.
Multiplying by the experimentally determined 10-ns conforma-
tional rearrangement time (τsampling) (23), Eq. 4 converts the
degeneracy into the folding time τfolding. Fig. 2 (Top) plots the
folding (or sampling) time of the self-avoiding chain NSAC, com-
pact self-avoiding chain NCompact, and the average collapsed H/P-
segregated chain hNHPi ≈ hN HPi as a function of L in three
dimensions. In accordance with Levinthal, the number of confor-
mations, even if restricted to the compact subset, becomes astro-
nomically large for very short chains (NSAC and NCompact).
Nevertheless, if confined to hNHPi by hydrophobic segregation,
exhaustive search of this subspace can be accomplished in biolo-
gical time (nanoseconds to minutes) for L < 200. Because hNHPi
grows exponentially with L, beyond this length proteins cannot
complete an exhaustive search of the hydrophobic subspace; this
is the exhaustive hydrophobic search length limit for protein
domains.
Also shown in Fig. 2 (Top) are the experimentally measured
folding times for 65 single domain proteins (24, 25). For
L < 100, the folding time agrees with the exhaustive sequence-
averaged folding time τfolding, with the variance arising from the
particular protein sequence. For L > 100, the average folding
time falls below τfolding, indicating the onset of other factors such
as sequence selection in order to evolve faster kinetics, despite
the overall folding timescale for L < 200 being dominated by the
H/P collapse.
Although proteins often consist of more than 1,000 amino
acids, protein domains are on average 100 amino acids long,
typically ranging from 50 to 200 (26, 27), with 90% being less than
200 (28), which we have established as the length regime for
which hydrophobic-polar interactions are sufficient for fast fold-
ing (HP-dominated). Besides being composed of sequences with
smaller degeneracy than that of the average sequence, or whose
energy landscapes allow fast folding due to other forces besides
hydrophobic force, longer domains often consist of periodic
local structures as a result of repeat insertion mutations (29), and
molecular chaperones can also assist in folding (30). These types
of evolutionary selection allow for the existence of domains that
exceed the hydrophobic length limit; the fast folding of proteins
in this second regime is therefore consistent with the effect of
natural selection (NS-dominated). Fig. 2 (Bottom) shows the
domain length distribution of a representative sample of 1236
proteins (21) and its partitioning into the two regimes. Consistent
with the folding data of Fig. 2 (Top), the population fraction of
proteins with length L begins to decay near L ¼ 100, consistent
with the onset of evolutionary pressure at this length scale to
select for sequences that fold faster than exhaustive search. How-
ever, since the folding degeneracy increases exponentially with L,
the fraction of protein domains exceeding theL ¼ 200 hydropho-
bic length limit is small. This may have forced most proteins with
L > 200 to evolve as modular combinations of smaller domains.
Computational. To complement the general, yet coarse-grained,
results above, we also performed ensemble-convergent molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations using the CHARMM suite of pro-
grams and force field (31) on a single polypeptide to gain insight
at the atomistic level. We chose the 20-residue Trp-cage (32),
which despite its small size contains both secondary and tertiary
structure, in particular the burial of the large hydrophobic tryp-
tophan side-chain in the interior. Vacuum phase simulations were
performed for 76 independent trajectories, each lasting 2 μm. So-
lution phase simulations were performed explicitly represented
solvent for 38 independent trajectories, each lasting 60 ns. All
simulations were coupled to a Nose thermostat set at 28 °C to
ensure a canonical room temperature ensemble, and the simula-
tion time was long enough such that doubling of the simulation
time did not significantly affect the results.
Fig. 3 shows the free energy landscape in both environments
as a function of rmsd, the root-mean-squared deviation from
the original experimentally determined structure and the solvent
accessible surface area of the hydrophobic residues (exposed H
area). In water, the peptide is confined to a free energy basin with
burial of hydrophobic residues, including tryptophan (low ex-
posed H area) and structure similar to that found experimentally
(low rmsd). In the absence of water, the hydrophobic residues
are more solvent-exposed; there are multiple conformational
basins distributed throughout the free energy landscape, with
Fig. 2. Hydrophobic length and folding time limits of folding. Degeneracy
of conformations on a cubic lattice is plotted as a function of chain length
(Top). Conformational degeneracies of self-avoiding chain (SAC), self-avoid-
ing compact chain, and the sequence-averaged lowest energy HP chain are
shown with dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively. The degeneracies
are multiplied by the 10-ns residue reorganization time to obtain the exhaus-
tive folding times. The predicted limit (above which folding cannot occur at
biologically relevant timescales) is L ∼ 200 amino acids. Experimentally mea-
sured folding times taken from refs. 24 and 25 are also shown, indicating that
faster-than-exhaustive-search folding occurs for L > 100. The experimental
domain length distribution of a representative set of 1236 proteins (data
from ref. (26)) shows that for L > 100, the population fraction begins to decay
(Bottom). The protein populations are divided into the HP-dominated regime
for L below the exhaustive search length limit (red arrow), and the natural
selection (NS)-dominated regime for L above the length limit (green arrow).
See text for further description of the regimes.
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some minima corresponding to predicted “inside-out” conforma-
tional ensembles (33), in which the hydrophobic residues are on
the outside and the polar residues are buried. The polypeptide
does not spend the majority of its time in the lowest free energy
basin. Significantly, in accordance with the lattice model, the fold
space is greatly diminished in water because the peptide is re-
stricted to folds with buried hydrophobic residues.
Because Trp-cage is unique, with its hydrophobic “core” pri-
marily consisting of a single residue, care must be made when
extrapolating specific dynamical behaviors to proteins in general.
However, as a minimal-size peptide with tertiary structure for
which comprehensive and statistically significant information can
be obtained with atomic resolution, Trp-cage further confirms
that the lattice results extend to the physical world.
Concluding Remarks
In this contribution, we addressed the apparent paradox of over-
whelming fold degeneracy in protein folding, a problem that is
analogous to the question of how proteins and genes evolve by
natural selection within the immense space of possible sequences
(34). Smith argued that the latter paradox vanishes if incremental
evolutionary steps confine the protein sequence within the expo-
nentially smaller sequence subspace that corresponds to good
fitness (35). Just like evolutionary fitness is a global order para-
meter that keeps the sequence search within the fruitful subspace
of all sequences, hydrophobic–hydrophobic contact area is a glo-
bal order parameter that keeps the fold search within the fruitful
subspace of folds. Here, we quantitatively demonstrate that the
size of the subspace is indeed small enough to be realistically
sampled over the course of protein folding.
The coarse-grained lattice has been used to derive the hydro-
phobic length limit of protein domains at approximately 200. In
the regime below this length, proteins could in principle randomly
sample the entire folding subspace consistent with hydrophobic
collapse and hydrophobic/hydrophilic segregation. Above this
length, the hydrophobically constrained fold space increases ex-
ponentially beyond what is accessible by random search. Conse-
quently, the evolution of larger proteins is consistent with the
model of modular growth, involving the aggregation, swapping,
and duplication of stable domains (36). In this latter regime, nat-
ural selection may be necessary to enhance the folding rate using
sequence-specificity and/or chaperones. The all-atom simulations
explicitly demonstrate the role of the hydrophobic force in dras-
tically reducing the search space on the free energy landscape.
In addition to providing a mechanistic insight into the role
of physical forces in shaping the length-scale and evolution of
proteins, the results presented here may be useful in protein char-
acterization and engineering. For example, a useful metric that
Fig. 3. Free energy landscapes of Trp-cage in the presence and absence of
water from molecular dynamics simulations. White and black denote hydro-
phobic (H), and polar (P) residues, respectively. The two order parameters are
rmsd from the experimentally determined starting structure and the solvent
accessible surface area of the hydrophobic side chains (exposed H area).
When solvated (Top), the landscape is restricted to the basin containing the
native state; in vacuum (Bottom), there are a multitude of minima, all with
similar free energies, that are no longer constrained to minimize the exposed
H area. Some representative structures are also shown, including an “inside-
out” conformation sampled during the vacuum simulations.
Fig. 4. Minimal subvolume required for H/P swapping leading to lower
energy. The schematic illustrates the three types of swapping for a cubic
lattice of length 6. The hydrophobic residues (H) are shown in gray and the
hydrophilic residues (P) are transparent for clarity purposes. The individual
gray cubes denote the hydrophobic portion of the minimal subvolume n.
The three types are (Top) swapping on one face, (Center) swapping involving
multiple faces, and (Bottom) merging distinct hydrophobic regions. Note
that the schematic illustrates the extreme cases in each of the three swapping
categories; most configurations require smaller distortions.
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quantifies the effect of protein sequence on folding speed is the
ratio of a protein’s folding time to τfolding, the exhaustive search
time of an average HP chain. In the case of protein design, we
predict that for L < 200 it is not necessary to engineer a kinetic
pathway which leads to the desired native state; as long as the
native state is thermodynamically stable and the roughness of
the folding energy landscape is sufficiently low, the protein will
fold in a reasonable time.
Methods
Lattice Model. We denote a sequence “optimal” if it can achieve the global
optimal map, and “suboptimal” otherwise. We define p to be the fraction of
sequences that can only fold into suboptimal maps, hNsi to be the average
ground state degeneracy over all such suboptimal sequences, and hNoi the
average ground state degeneracy over all optimal sequences. To show that
hNHPi ≈ hNHPi, we note that hNHPi ¼ phNsi þ ð1 − pÞhNoi ¼ phNsi þ hNHPi; it
is therefore sufficient to show that phNsi < hNHPi. To this end, note that if a
sequence is suboptimal, there exist lower energy states that it cannot achieve
by locally perturbing any of its ground state folds. Being a globally subopti-
mal sequence, each ground state fold f of the sequence s contains a minimal-
sized subvolume nðf ; sÞ of the lattice in which the number of H–H contacts
can be increased (and thus the energy decreased) by changing the positions
of H and P residues to form a new map with lower energy in the subvolume.
For each ground state fold f , assuming that there exists at least one other
fold besides the starting fold which preserves the chain connectivity to
the outside of the subvolume, define Pf to be the probability that at least
one such fold can achieve a lower energy. Then, the probability that each
residue of nðf ; sÞ matches that of the lower-energy map is ð1∕2Þnðf ;sÞ. There-
fore, Pf > ð1∕2Þnðf ;sÞ, where the greater-than sign is due to the possibility of
multiple conformations, multiple lower energy maps, and unequal numbers
of H and P residues within the subvolume which can all increase this prob-
ability. Then, the probability that none of the ground state folds can be
locally perturbed to achieve a lower energy is:
YNs
i¼1
ð1 − Pf Þ ≈ 1 −∑
Ns
f¼1
Pi < 1 −∑
Ns
f¼1
ð1∕2Þnðf ;sÞ < 1 − hNsið1∕2Þhni;
[5]
where hni is the average size of the minimal volume over all sequences and
over all ground state folds of each sequence. The approximation in Eq. 5 is
justified because PfNS < 1∕2 at the locally optimal fold. Since probabilities
must be non-negative, we obtain from Eq. 5 that hNsi < 2hni.
We can estimate hni by noting that there are three generic types of H-P
swapping to achieve lower energy. First, there is the most likely case in which
at least one extra H–H contact can be made by rearranging one surface of an
H-region. The volume nðf ; sÞ is therefore a path on an H-surface such that the
H residue(s) at one end of the path swaps with the P residue(s) at the other
end; the volume is thus at most twice the length of the cubic lattice: nðf ; sÞ <
2L1∕3 (see Fig. 4, Top) for any fold f and sequence s.
In the second case, rearrangement may require multiple H residues on one
face of an H-region to swap with P residues on a different face. In this case
(see Fig. 4, Center) the maximum n is limited to the area of a face : nðf ; sÞ <
L2∕3 for any fold f and sequence s.
Finally, there is the case which requires two separate H-regions to connect.
In this case, all H-regions must be cubes, otherwise case 1 or case 2 would
apply. The maximum nðf ; sÞ corresponds to the case in which the lattice is
divided into a three-dimensional checkerboard, with each H-region being
a cube of sides at most L1∕3∕2. Thus, the maximum nðf ; sÞ is equal to this cube
plus one face of the adjacent cube, so that the cube may be shifted by one
and thereby make contact with another cube: nðf ; sÞ < ðL1∕3∕2Þ2  ðL1∕3∕2þ
1Þ ¼ L∕8þ L2∕3∕4 (see Fig. 4, Bottom) for any fold f and sequence s.
In all three cases, 2nðf ;sÞ < hNHPi for any fold f and sequence s. Since this is
true for any f and s, it is true when nðf ; sÞ is averaged over all f and s:
2hni < hNHPi. For example, for L ¼ 200, hNHPi ∼ 1012, whereas 2n < 105,
1010, and 1010 for (the worst-case scenarios of) the three cases, respectively.
Therefore, phNsi < 2hni < hNHPi, and thus hNHPi ≈ hNHPi.
MD Simulations. The solution phase simulations were performed on the pep-
tide, 3914 TIP3P (37) water molecules, and one chlorine atom for neutrality.
The system was restricted to a cubic box with initial sides of 50 Å and equili-
brated at constant temperature (298 K) and pressure (1 atm) with periodic
boundary conditions. The trajectories were seeded from the 38 NMR struc-
tural variants. In the case of vacuum simulations, 1-ns solution phase simula-
tions were performed on each of the 38 initial structures, and the final
conformations from these simulations were used to double the number of
trajectories. We also performed the vacuum-phase simulations without cou-
pling to a thermal bath (microcanonical ensemble) and confirmed that the
free energy landscape is not significantly affected.
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